
PARENTS ALERT (JANUARY1, 2022) 

WHY THE DEPLOYMENT OF HARMFUL MILITARY GRADE MICROWAVES/5G 
TECHNOLOGIES IN SCHOOLS, IN HOMES, AND OTHER PLACES CONTINUES 
UNADDRESSED, UNDETERRED AND WITH IMPUNITY? 

1. Because most people do not understand how something invisible, silent and unperceived like 
the radiation emitted by cellphones, WI-Fiand 5G can cause brain damage and other 
catastrophic and deadly harm and disabilities; 

2. Because wireless devices were specifically designed to give satisfaction, convenience and 
addiction; 

3. Because addiction, brain damage and mental impairment can make people go into denial even 
when they themselves, their families, and even pets are being maimed and tortured to death by 
wireless radiation; 

4. Because most doctors (and veterinarians) are in the dark or in denial of the harm caused by 
wireless radiation and continue misdiagnosing and mistreating with harmful and expensive 
drugs, and invasive procedures symptoms that disappear by reducing exposure to radiation. 

5. Because satellite wireless technologies are essential to the Deep-State covert global programs of
political repression, mind control and surveillance; 

6. Because most people believe that our government would never allow such atrocities against 
people and on American soil;

7. And because of under fabricated excuses of national security and for private illicit enrichment 
the trillion dollar Deep-State Wireless, Medical and Big Pharma Cartels have corrupted federal 
and state agents, prosecutors, judges and the Main Stream Media to conceal that millions of 
children and of other defenseless and unsuspecting victims are being maimed and tortured to 
death by exposure to Microwave/Wireless radiation as detailed by the Emergency Request to 
Congress to Protect Our Children posted on the case law section of J. Mendoza at 
WirelessWatchBlog.org. 

Sharing this information with your contacts and with your federal and state legislators can prevent 
immense pain and suffering and can stop these atrocities.  OUR CHILDREN CANNOT DEFEND 
THEMSELVES FROM THIS MASSIVE CORRUPTION. 

Respectfully, 

Jesus Mendoza 
Tele: 956-583-7012 

This document was drafted into electronic form with assistance.  


